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Objectives: The objectives of this study were to assess if targeted investigation for tumor-
specific mutations by ultradeep DNA sequencing of peritoneal washes of ovarian cancer
patients after primary surgical debulking and chemotherapy, and clinically diagnosed as
disease free, provides a more sensitive and specific method to assess actual treatment re-
sponse and tailor future therapy and to compare this ‘‘molecular second look’’ with con-
ventional cytology and histopathology-based findings.
Methods/Materials: We identified 10 patients with advanced-stage, high-grade serous ovarian
cancer who had undergone second-look laparoscopy and for whom DNA could be isolated
from biobanked paired blood, primary and recurrent tumor, and second-look peritoneal
washes. A targeted 56 gene cancer-relevant panel was used for next-generation sequencing
(average coverage, 96500�).Mutationswere validated using either digital droplet polymerase
chain reaction (ddPCR) or Sanger sequencing.
Results: A total of 25 tumor-specific mutations were identified (median, 2/patient; range,
1Y8). TP53 mutations were identified in at least 1 sample from all patients. All 5 pathology-
based second-look positive patients were confirmed positive by molecular second look. Genetic
analysis revealed that 3 of the 5 pathology-based negative second looks were actually positive.
In the 2 patients, the second-look mutations were present in either the original primary or
recurrent tumors. In the third, 2 high-frequency, novel frameshift mutations in MSH6 and
HNF1Awere identified.
Conclusions: Themolecular second look detects tumor-specific evidence of residual disease
and provides genetic insight into tumor evolution and future recurrences beyond standard
pathology. In the precision medicine era, detecting and genetically characterizing residual
disease after standard treatment will be invaluable for improving patient outcomes.
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Ovarian cancer (OvCa) is the leading cause of gynecologic
cancer death in the United Stateswith an estimated 22,280

new cases and 14,240 deaths in 2017.1 Most women with ep-
ithelial OvCa present with advanced-stage disease and undergo
primary cytoreductive surgery followed by combination platinum-
based adjuvant chemotherapy. Despite the initial clinical and di-
agnostic impression of response to primary treatment, themajority
will recur and ultimately die of their disease within 5 years.2

Without methods to accurately and rapidly detect residual disease,
an early critical window to modify treatment is therefore lost.

Currently, a combination of serial physical examinations,
serum cancer antigen 125 (CA-125) levels, and imaging mo-
dalities including computed tomography (CT) and positron
emission tomography are used for posttreatment surveillance
and each has sensitivity and specificity limitations.3 For ex-
ample, studies have shown that up to 60% of patients with
normal CA-125 levels after primary treatment nonetheless have
pathologic evidence of disease.4 Similarly, CT and positron
emission tomography imaging lack sensitivity for detection of
subcentimeter disease and CT may be inconclusive for diag-
nosis of disease on many sites of interest.3,5

Seventy years ago, Wangensteen et al6,7 first suggested
and then demonstrated the concept of second-look surgery
(SLS) for detecting and treating early recurrent colorectal
cancer in asymptomatic, high-risk patients. The procedure
was soon adopted for OvCa patients and evolved through its
original goal of therapeutic effect to determination of optimal
treatment duration to diagnostic utility and therapeutic value
(reviewed in Ref.8). Second-look surgery in the setting of
OvCa consists of a systematic surgical exploration of the
abdomen and pelvis as well as obtaining peritoneal washes
and directed biopsies for cytologic and histopathologic ex-
amination in asymptomatic patients who have completed a
planned course of chemotherapy. The limited sensitivity and
specificity of testing strategies for determining disease status
after surgery and chemotherapy were evident in that despite
an apparent complete clinical response, about half of patients
had persistent, usually microscopic disease at the time of
SLS.8Y10 Against the background of the potential advantages
of SLS, practically, and calling into question the sensitivity
and false-negative rate of the cytology and histopathology-
based SLS procedure, up to 50% of patients with a negative
second look ultimately had disease recurrence.11Y13 Although
some evidence suggested prognostic value for specific subsets
of patients with positive and negative second looks,10,13Y15 a
clear survival advantage has never been established.9,11,12,15Y17

Thus, although the philosophy underpinning SLS retains merit,
the current procedure remains controversial and without con-
clusive evidence-based data to support its routine use in OvCa.

Today, the exquisite sensitivity and specificity afforded
by a number of DNA-based technologies coupled with the
promise of precisionmedicine tomove beyond a ‘‘one-size-fits-
all’’ treatment approach suggest that the methodologic un-
derpinnings of SLS should be reevaluated. Moreover, recent
advances in our understanding of tumor heterogeneity and its
direct relationship to treatment failure18Y20 and the mutational
landscape of OvCa21 coupled with increasing availability of
sequencing technologies, leading to precision-based biomarkers
in gynecologic cancers for disease diagnostics and surveillance,

including the use of circulating tumor DNA22,23 and the mo-
lecular analysis of peritonealwashings,24,25 not only provide the
impetus for these studies but also suggest a framework for their
implementation.

We hypothesized that molecular analysis of second-look
washings using ultradeep targeted sequencing of cancer-relevant
genes even in asymptomatic patients could detect tumor-specific
mutations and afford a more comprehensive, sensitive, and
specific picture of persistent disease than currently available.
Given the above,we sought to provide the proof of concept for a
more personalized approach to disease surveillance, a ‘‘mo-
lecular second look.’’

METHODS

Patients and Samples
We selected paired blood, second-look peritoneal wash-

ings, and surgical tumor samples from 10 patients with high-
grade serous ovarian, fallopian tube, or primary peritoneal
cancer (HGSOC) previously enrolled in our biobanking study.
Patients received initial treatment from January 2010 to De-
cember 2014. Written informed consent had been obtained for
each patient in accordancewith the institutional review board at
the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. Importantly, all
laparoscopic second-look patients were asymptomatic and clini-
cally defined as having had a complete clinical response after
primary surgical cytoreduction and platinum-based combina-
tion chemotherapy.Complete clinical responsewas defined as a
normal physical examination, no evidence of disease on CT
imaging, and a normal serum CA-125 level (G35 U/mL). For
inclusion in this study, genomic DNA from blood, the cellular
fraction of second-look peritoneal washings, and primary and/or
recurrent tumor had to be available.

DNA Isolation and Extraction
Genomic tumor DNA was isolated and extracted from

tissue using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany). Germline DNA was isolated from blood samples
(ArchivePure DNAKit, 5 Prime,Gaithersburg,Md). All frozen
and stored peritonealwash sampleswere thawed and centrifuged
at 2000g for 30minutes. The acellular supernatantwas separated,
and the remaining cell pellet was recentrifuged at 9000g for
10minutes at 4-C.DNAwas extracted from the centrifuged cell
pellets (ArchivePure DNA Kit, 5 Prime, Gaithersburg, Md)
with a modified protocol as previously described.26 DNA
concentrations from all samples were determined by QuBit
fluorometry (Thermo-Fischer Scientific, Waltham, Mass).

Identification of Somatic Mutations Using
Next-Generation Sequencing

For each patient, all DNA samples were sequenced using
a targeted amplicon panel. DNA sample quantity and integrity
were first assessed using anALU repeat quantitative PCR assay
(Swift Biosciences, Ann Arbor, Mich), and 10 ng quantitative
PCR quantified DNAwas used as input into the Accel-Amplicon
Panel.26 The sequencing panel used consisted of 56 cancer-related
genes with hotspot coverage using a total of 263 amplicons (av-
erage size, 138 bp) to cover hotspots across this gene set along
with coverage of the complete TP53 coding region (Swift
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Biosciences, Ann Arbor, Mich). Next-generation sequencing
(NGS) was performed using an Illumina MiSeq with v2
chemistry. Average coverage depth was greater than 6500
times. Somatic variant calling was performed using GATK
Best Practices and LoFreq to identify variants with a
predetermined allele frequency threshold of 1.0%. The av-
erage performance metrics for each sample was 96% on target
and 99% coverage uniformity as defined by 20% of the mean.
Variantsweremanually curated and removed if therewas evidence
of strand bias, clustering, or sequencing error. Raw read align-
ments were inspected using Integrative Genomics Viewer.27

Using tumor-specific mutation profiles, which we defined for
each patient, and when adequate sample was available, we in-
terrogated the paired second-look peritoneal fluid for evidence
of these mutations using digital droplet PCR (ddPCR).

Validation of NGS-Identified Mutations
Next-generation sequencing findingswere validated using

1 of 2 orthogonal technologies. Digital droplet PCRwas used for
validation of NGS-identified somatic mutations with allele fre-
quencies less than 10%, and Sanger sequencing, with allele
frequencies greater than or equal to 10%.CustomTaqMan probe
assays were designed using Life Technologies’ web-based tool
(www.lifetechnologies.com/order/custom-genomic-products) for
ddPCR. Assays were created with probes labeled with VIC or
FAM for wild-type and mutant variants, respectively. Quanti-
tative PCRwas used to first validate specificity. Sensitivity and
lower limits of detectionwere establishedusingddPCR(RainDance
Technologies, Billerica, Mass), as previously described.22 As
per our protocol, ddPCR probeswere also generated based on a
patient’s cumulative mutation fingerprint and used to screen for
the presence ofmutations in a sample if not originally identified
by panel-based sequencing.

RESULTS

Patient Demographics and Conventional
Pathology-Based Second-Look Findings

TenHGSOCpatientswith complete clinical responses, as
defined by clinical examination, serum CA-125 and radiology,
after debulking surgery and planned chemotherapy and who
had undergoneSLSwere selected for study inclusion (Table S1,
http://links.lww.com/IGC/A598). The cohort median age was
63 years (range, 50Y68 years). All patients had advanced stage
disease. At the time of primary surgery, all patients were either
optimally cytoreduced or had no gross residual disease. Based
on their original cytology or histopathology at the time of SLS,
5 (50%) of the 10 patients had been diagnosed as second-look
positive and 5 patients (50%) were second-look negative.

Tumor-Specific Mutations Are Detectable
in Second-Look Washings and Establish a
Genetic Link Between Primary and
Recurrent Tumors

Because this was a retrospective study and dependent on
sample availability (Table S2, http://links.lww.com/IGC/A599),
wewere able to simultaneously sequence genomicDNA isolated
from blood, primary tumor, second-look peritoneal washings,

and recurrent tumor. Genomic DNA from blood was used as
germline control. In total, and using a 56-gene panel, we identified
25 mutations across the entire sample set (Table 1). All patients
had at least 1 mutation detected from their samples (median, 2;
range, 1Y8). Nine of 10 patients had tumor samples that were
informative for mutations. In these 9 patients, a total of 19
mutations were identified. Allele frequencies ranged from 1%
(our predetermined lower level threshold cut-off) to 89%. In the
single patient without tumor-identified mutations, PT169, only
the primary tumor sample was available; no material was
available from the recurrence.

In accord with TCGA findings that all HGSOCs possess
TP53mutations,24 TP53 was the most frequently mutated gene
in our cohort. All patients had a unique somatic TP53mutation
detected in at least 1 of their samples. The second most frequently
mutated genes in the cohortwere PTENandHNF1A, eachmutated
in 2 patients. The following 10 genes hadmutations in 1 patient:
MSH6, PIK3CA, KRAS, CSF1R, MET, FIP1L1, CDKN2A,
SMAD4, ALK, and DNMT3A (Table 1). No combination of
mutated genes was noted to be overlapping between patients.

All Conventional Second-Look Positive Patients
Are Also Molecular Second-Look Positive and
Harbor Tumor-Specific Mutations Across Time

All 5 patients originally diagnosed as second-look pos-
itive by conventional pathologywere also found tobemolecular
second-look positive (toppanel, Fig. 1).Moreover, in 4 patients,
the second-lookmutationsmatched those identified in at least 1
of their paired primary or recurrent tumors (Fig. 1). In the 2
patientswhere both primary and recurrent tumorwere available,
PT102 and PT208, the TP53mutations matched in all samples,
thus providing a direct genetic link across these 3 distinct points
of clinical interaction across time. In PT169, the 2 second-look
mutations, TP53 Y70H (allele fraction [AF], 3.4%) and SMAD4
L229fs (AF, 1.0%),were not detected in the patient’s primary tumor
sample (Table 1). Unfortunately, we did not have recurrent tumor
available for molecular analysis and thus could not rule out the
possibility that these mutations are also present in the recurrence.

For PT208, the tumor-specific TP53 R248W mutation
was identified by NGS in both primary and recurrent tumor
samples at the same robust allele frequency of ~20%. Inter-
estingly, the mutation was only detected in the second-look
peritoneal wash by ddPCR with a much lower allele fraction
(AF, 0.08%). A second mutation was identified by NGS in the
second-look sample, DNMT3AR693C, which was not present
in either tumor sample. Similarly, PT102 primary tumor had a
PIK3CA mutation not detected in either second look or the
recurrent tumor and a CKDN2A mutation in second look not
detected in either paired tumor sample. Taken together, these
results are consistent with the existence of tumor heterogeneity,
clonal expansion, and selection.

Molecular Second Look Identified
Tumor-Specific Mutations in Patients
Diagnosed as Free of Residual Disease by
Conventional Pathology

Three of the 5 patients who had originally been diag-
nosed as second-look negative by conventional methods were
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found to have mutations detectable in their second-look washes
(Fig. 1, bottom panel; Table 1). In this sample set, second-look
mutations were tumor-specific for 2 of the 3 patients, PT229
andPT312,matching those identified in at least 1 of their paired
associated tumors. In PT229, NGS detected a noncoding, high
allele frequency mutation in CSF1R (AF, 49%) and a synon-
ymous HNF1A mutation (AF, 47%) in the second-look wash.
These mutations were also present in the primary tumor, albeit
at lower allele frequencies. Mutations in TP53 (Y236C; AF,
14%), noncoding mutations in MET (AF, 6%) and PTEN (AF,
2%), and synonymous mutations in KRAS (AF, 2% and 1%)
and ALK (AF, 47%) that were detected in the primary tumor by
NGSwere not detected in second-lookwash.The increased allele
frequency of the CSF1R and HNF1A mutations with concom-
itant loss of TP53, MET, PTEN, KRAS, and ALKmutations in
the second look could be suggestive of clonal selection.

For PT312, NGS identified a high allele frequency TP53
V173Mmutation in primary tumor (AF, 76%).Recurrent tumor

was not available. Originally, no mutations were detected by
NGS in this patient’s second-look peritoneal wash. Given the
near universal presence of TP53 mutations in HGSOC, we
suspected that the TP53 mutation identified in primary tumor
may in fact have been present in her second-look peritoneal
wash, but for some technical reason not detected by NGS. We
generated and validated the sensitivity and specificity of a
ddPCR probe to detect this TP53 mutation (Figure S1, http://
links.lww.com/IGC/A597). Using ddPCR, the TP53 mutation
was identified in the second-look wash but at an extremely low
AF threshold (0.009%).

Panel-based sequencing of PT109’s recurrent tumor and
second-look wash identified mutations in 3 genes not shared
between the samples. No primary tumor sample was available
for sequencing. ATP53 mutation was present in the recurrent
tumor (AF, 23%), but not in second-look wash. Two mutations
in the second-look wash, MSH6 (AF, 1%) and HNF1A (AF,
2%),were not detected in recurrent tumor. Similar to PT312,we

TABLE 1. Somatic mutation results from targeted NGS

Primary Tumor
Second-Look

Peritoneal Wash
Recurrent
Tumor

Patient
Chromosomal

Position
Alt

Allele Gene
Protein
Variant Coverage

NGS
AF Coverage

NGS
AF Coverage

NGS
AF

PT102 17:7577120 C/T TP53 R273H 6630 0.025 8008 0.34 4570 0.065
PT102 3:178916894 T/C PIK3CA L94P 11062 0.012 0 0 0 0
PT102 9:21970950 GC/G CDKN2A G136fs 0 0 4478 0.011 0 0
PT141 17:7578268 A/C TP53 L19P 5052 0.83 6137 0.88
PT154 17:7578463 C/G TP53 R156P 7939 0.14 6244 0.89
PT169 17:7578443 A/G TP53 Y70H 0 0 8539 0.034
PT169 18:48584513 TG/T SMAD4 L229fs 0 0 7385 0.010
PT208 17:7577539 G/A TP53 R248W 12514 0.18 0 0 6233 0.20
PT208 10:89720632 TC/T PTEN # 13064 0.027 0 0 0 0
PT208 2:25457243 G/A DNMT3A R693C 0 0 3070 0.042 0 0

PT105 17:7578271 T/C TP53 H193R 6650 0.85 0 0 19934 0.73
PT109 17:7578234 ATAC/A TP53 Y205del 0 0 3866 0.23
PT109 2:48030691 CT/C MSH6 T1102fs 4218 0.013 0 0
PT109 12:121432117 G/GC HNF1A P289fs 1777 0.024 0 0
PT229 17:7577574 T/C TP53 Y236C 6713 0.14 0 0
PT229 7:116339690 C/G MET V184V 2258 0.059 0 0
PT229 5:149433596 T/G CSF1R # 1278 0.36 3718 0.50
PT229 12:121432117 G/C HNF1A G288G 829 0.38 1342 0.47
PT229 10:89720632 TC/T PTEN # 11910 0.020 0 0
PT229 12:25380332 C/T KRAS K42K 6754 0.011 0 0
PT229 12:25380344 A/G KRAS D38D 6753 0.01 0 0
PT229 2:29443611 T/C ALK G1202G 0.47 0 0
PT244 17:7577547 C/T TP53 G245D 6027 0.95 0 0 5957 0.80
PT244 4:55144546 A/C FIP1L1 T674P 2626 0.32 0 0 2074 0.29
PT312 17:7578413 C/T TP53 V173M 8858 0.76 0 0

#, no predicted protein translation; noncoding region mutation.
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developed a ddPCR assay to probe for the TP53 mutation. As
suspected, the tumor-specific TP53 mutation was confirmed to
be present in the peritonealwash (AF, 6%;Table S3, http://links.
lww.com/IGC/A600).

Validation of NGS-Identified Mutations
To confirm theNGS results and exclude the possibility of

sequencing artifacts, we initially selected 14 mutations for vali-
dation using 1 of 2 orthogonal technologies, either ddPCR or
Sanger sequencing, as previously described.23 Each patient had
at least 1 mutation represented in the validation set (Table S3,
http://links.lww.com/IGC/A600). Ultimately, 12 assays passed
all quality metrics and all 12 mutations tested were validated
and confirmed. In addition, allele frequencies for each ddPCR-
determined mutation were almost all within 10% of allele fre-
quencies determined by NGS.

DISCUSSION
With the ultimate complementarygoals of earlier detection

of residual disease, defining tumor heterogeneity, optimizing
OvCa treatment, and improving survival, the theoretical advan-
tages ofSLSwould seemself-evident.Despite this optimism, and
most possibly hobbled by sensitivity and specificity limitations
of cytology and histopathology-based detection technologies,
the benefit of SLS has never been conclusively established. We
sought to use ultradeep targeted gene sequencing to provide a
more sensitive means of detection and genetic characterization
of persistent disease. Using this molecular approach, we dem-
onstrated that this NGS-based approachwas not only as sensitive
as traditional techniques but also suggestive of even greater
sensitivity anddepthofgenetic characterizationandwe identified

tumor-specific mutations in patients wherein classic pathology
techniques had failed.

Somaticmutations in peritoneal andpleural effusion fluid
from OvCa patients have been previously identified using
NGS.24,28,29 Our current study, using only 10 ng of DNA,
provides further evidence that cytology specimens from OvCa
patients are suitable for molecular analysis. Furthermore, our
proposedmolecular approach to second look could allow for an
easier, more minimally invasive method in which percutaneous
peritoneal lavage is obtained in an outpatient setting as now
proposed for other cancers.30 Such an alternative NGS-based
method would also bypass morbidities associated with gener-
al anesthesia and diagnostic laparoscopy and provide an even
less invasive procedure.

The clinicopathologic findings in our sample set with
regards to second-look results and survival are consistent with
previous studies: women with positive second looks have
shorter progression-free survivals (PFSs) than those with neg-
ative second looks.10,14,15 The 5 patients who had a positive
conventional second look had a median PFS of 10 months
(range, 9Y13 months). All ultimately recurred and died from
their disease with a median OS of 28 months (range, 15Y44
months). By comparison, the 5 patients with negative con-
ventional second looks had a median PFS of 26 months (range,
22Y32 months). Only PT109 died of disease, after 69 months.
PT229 has no evidence of disease recurrence after 44 months.
PT312 is alivewith disease. The remaining 2 patients, bothwith
negative conventional and molecular second looks, are both
currently alive with disease (Table 2). Given the variable treat-
ment strategies between the patients, no conclusions regarding
OS differences should be drawn at this time.

FIGURE 1. Overview of somatic DNA sequencing results organized by patient and sample. *, detected by ddPCR, but
not NGS. #, no predicted protein translation; noncoding region mutation.
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Nonetheless, 2 molecular positive/cytopathology nega-
tive patients invite particular attention. First, it initially seems
counterintuitive that PT229 would be no evidence of disease.
Notably, despite 2 tumor-specific second-look mutations, the
knownoncogenic hotspotTP53Y236Cmutation31,32 present in
her primary tumorwasundetectable. Intriguingly, the 2detected
mutations were noncoding (CSF1R) and synonymous (HNF1A,
G288G; Table 1; Table S3, http://links.lww.com/IGC/A600).
Thus, 1 hypothesis for her exceptional survival response is that
her primary treatment successfully eradicated TP53-containing
tumor cloneswhile leaving residual, less aggressive, or indolent
tumor clones.

In PT109, molecular second look identified a relatively
low frequency (AF, 1.3%) truncating mutation in the MSH6
gene (T1102fs), which normally encodes for a protein involved
inDNAdamage repair. Given that heterogeneous loss ofMSH6
has been associated with microsatellite instability (MSI),33 the
molecular second look may have had therapeutic implications.
Pembrolizumab is the first tissue-agnostic drug recently ap-
proved for treating solid tumors that are MSI-high or mismatch
repair-deficient.34 Although the clinical value of this drug for
this patient, who eventually died of her disease, is unknown, it
could be argued that knowledge of this mutation would today
almost certainly result in testing forMSI status and possible use
of a targeted therapeutic.

Tumor heterogeneity likely plays an important role in
both OvCa tumor spread and treatment failure.19,20 As dem-
onstrated by PT229, molecular second look offers a chance to
identify clones being selected for or against during treatment.
PT169 offers additional potential insight into tumor heteroge-
neity. Although 2 somatic mutations were identified by NGS in
the patient’s second-look peritoneal wash, TP53 Y70H and
SMAD4 L229fs, neither was identified in the primary tumor
specimen. Given the nearly universal presence of TP53 muta-
tions in HGSOC,21 it is of particular interest that no TP53
mutations were identified in the primary tumor but only iden-
tified at the time of the second look. To account for the lack of a
TP53 mutation in the primary tumor, 3 likely scenarios are
possible: (1) the TP53 mutation was originally present in the

bulk tumor but below our NGS threshold level of detection
(1.0% cut-off); (2) mutation-containing clones were not rep-
resented in our tissue sampling; or (3) the mutation represented
a de novo mutation.

Future studies are planned and will address some of the
limitations of our proof-of-principle study. For example, this
would include having primary and recurrent tumor samples
from all patients with recurrent disease as part of a prospective,
multi-institution study, interrogation of a broader gene panel for
identification of additional mutations, the addition of a more
sensitive initial sequencing technology, and more standard-
ized treatment regimens for correlating molecular findings to
patient outcomes.

Currently, postoperative residual tumor burden is the stron-
gest predictor of survival in HGSOC.35 The molecular second
look, which theoretically provides for resolution on the single
cell level, may provide new diagnostic and predictive insights
and therapeutic guidance in a disease,which clinical experience
has repeatedly demonstrated is most responsive when disease
volume is lowest. The future question to be addressed is the
degree of clinical relevance provided by the added genetic in-
formation derived from the molecular second look. Theoreti-
cally, understanding the molecular genetic makeup of residual
OvCa after standard primary treatment will be invaluable to our
understanding of chemoresistance, tumor evolution, and pre-
diction of response to chemotherapy. Such information should
aid in the development of more effective posttreatment sur-
veillance strategies, which are critical to early detection of re-
sidual cancer or recurrence, and could improve the treatment of
OvCa. Aswemove further into an era of personalizedmedicine
and the increasing availability of targeted therapies, the addi-
tional information provided by a molecular second look should
become another powerful tool in treating patients and im-
proving their outcomes.
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